2021-2022 Fellows

Benjamin Ale-Ebrahim, Social Media, *Morality, and the Performance of Masculinity in Morocco*, PhD Candidate, Anthropology, Morocco (declined)

Catherine Boyle, *Sites of Servitude: Transregional Formations of Difference and Belonging in Tunis (1741-1895)*, PhD Candidate, History, Tunisia

Nadia Eldemerdash, *Representing Diaspora: The Case of Expatriate Parliamentarians in Tunisia*, PhD Candidate, Political Science, Tunisia (declined)

Jamie Fico, *The Livelihood Strategies in a Diversifying Economy in the Draa Valley*, Morocco, MA Student, Geography and the Environment, Morocco

Jocelyn Frelier, *100 Years in Tangier: 1923-2023*, PhD, International Studies, Morocco

Emilia Groupp, *Cultivating the sun: Solar energy between Tunisia and Europe*, PhD Candidate, Anthropology, Tunisia

Emily Hayes-Rich, *Old Answers to New Questions: The Resilience of Traditional Water Management against Climate Change in Rural Arid Communities*, PhD Student, Public Archaeology, Morocco

Brittany Landorf, *Training the Soul and Cultivating the Gendered Self in Moroccan Sufi Orders*, PhD Student, Religion-West and South Asian Religions, Morocco


Valerie McGuire, *Invisible Migrants': Italian Repatriations from French North Africa*, PhD, Comparative Literature, Italian, Tunisia, Algeria


Mikael Muehlbauer, *Inventing Late Antiquity in Fatimid Egypt*, PhD, Art History/Archaeology, Tunisia

Maru Pabon, *Agitated Layers of Air: Language, Cultural Decolonization, and Poetics of Solidarity across Algeria, Cuba, and Palestine*, PhD Candidate, Comparative Literature, Algeria

Betty Rosen, *Old Marvels, New Approaches: The Revitalization of Balāgha in Moroccan Literary Studies*, PhD Candidate, Near Eastern Studies, Morocco

Lubna Safi, *Vision & Poetic Knowledge: How the Qaṣīdah Sees from al-Andalus to the Maghrib*, PhD Candidate, Near Eastern Studies, Morocco

Abbey Stockstill, *Marrakesh & the Mountains: Landscape & Identity in Medieval Maghribi Urban Planning*, PhD, Art History/Archaeology, Morocco
Jessie Stoolman, Archiving Moroccan Jewish History, PhD Student, Anthropology, Morocco

Leigh Taggart, A Culture in Transition: Roads, Infrastructure and Tourism's Effect on Community Health and Development in Morocco's High Atlas Mountains, MA, Public Health, Morocco